###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   The statistical efficiency of various fractional factorial designs using full profiles was explored.

-   The study allows identification of optimal designs with reduced response burden for participants.

-   The results of this study can be used in designing discrete choice experiments (DCEs) studies to better elicit preferences for health products and services.

-   Statistical efficiency of partial profile designs was not explored.

-   Optimal DCE designs require a balance between statistical efficiency and response burden.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Determining preferences of patients and healthcare providers is a critical approach to providing high-quality healthcare services. Discrete choice experiments (DCEs) are a relatively easy and inexpensive approach to determining the relative importance of aspects in decision-making related to health outcomes and healthcare services.[@R1] DCEs have long been applied in market research,[@R16] while health research has more recently recognised their usefulness. With increasing popularity and a wide variety of applications, few studies have investigated the effect of multiple design characteristics on the statistical efficiency of DCEs.

In practice, DCEs are presented as preference surveys where respondents are asked to choose from two or more alternatives. These alternatives are bundles of multiple attributes that describe real-world alternatives.[@R22] They are randomly placed within choice tasks (ie, survey questions) to create a survey where participants are asked to choose their most preferred option. Based on the alternatives chosen, the value of participant preferences on each attribute and attribute level can then be measured using the random utility theory.[@R22] The ratios of these utility measures are used to compare factors with different units.

For DCE designs exploring a large number of variables, where presenting all combinations of alternatives is not feasible, a fractional factorial design can be used to determine participant preferences. For example, Cunningham *et al*[@R15] investigated the most preferred knowledge translation approaches among individuals working in addiction agencies for women. They investigated 16 different four-level knowledge dissemination variables in a preference survey of 18 choice tasks, three alternatives per choice task, and 999 blocks. Blocks are surveys containing a different set of choice tasks (ie, presenting different combinations of alternatives), where individuals are randomly assigned to a block.[@R15] To create a full factorial design with 16 four-level attributes, a total of 4 294 967 296 (4^16^) different hypothetical alternatives are needed. Cunningham *et al* created a design with 999 blocks of 18 choice tasks and three alternatives per choice task. In total, this was a collection of 53 946 hypothetical scenarios, \<1% of all possible scenarios.

When a small fraction of all possible scenarios is used in a DCE, biased results may occur due to how evenly attributes are represented. A full-factorial design presents all possible combinations of attributes and attribute-levels to participants. Such a design achieves optimal statistical efficiency; however, it is not usually practical or feasible to implement. Fractional factorial designs are pragmatic and present only a fraction of all possible choice tasks, but statistical efficiency is compromised in the process. The goodness of a fractional factorial design is often measured by relative design efficiency (d-efficiency), a function of the variances and covariances of the parameter estimates.[@R23] A design is considered statistically efficient when its variance--covariance matrix is minimised.[@R23] Poorly designed DCEs may lead to poor data quality, potentially leading to less reliable statistical estimates or erroneous conclusions. A less efficient design may also require a larger sample size, leading to increased costs.[@R24] [@R25] Investigating DCE design characteristics and their influence on statistical efficiency will aid investigators in determining appropriate DCE designs.

Previous studies have taken various directions to explore statistical efficiency, either empirically or with simulated data. These approaches (1) identified optimal designs using specific design characteristics,[@R26] (2) compared different statistical optimality criteria,[@R29] [@R30] (3) explored prior estimates for Bayesian designs[@R31] and (4) compared designs with different methods to construct a choice task (such as random allocation, swapping, cycling, etc).[@R25] [@R29] [@R35] Detailed reports have been produced to describe the key concepts behind DCEs such as their development, design components, statistical efficiency and analysis.[@R38] [@R39] However these reports did not address the effect of having more attributes or more alternatives on efficiency.

To assess previous work in this area, we conducted a literature review of DCE simulation studies. Details are reported in [box 1](#bx1){ref-type="boxed-text"}. In our search, the type of outcome differed across studies, making it difficult to compare results and identify patterns. We focused on relative d-efficiency (or d-optimality) and also reviewed a couple of studies that reported d-error, an inverse of relative d-efficiency.[@R40] [@R41] Of the studies reviewed, the various design characteristics explored by simulation studies are presented in [table 1](#BMJOPEN2016011985TB1){ref-type="table"}. Within each study, only two to three characteristics were explored. The number of alternatives investigated ranged from 2 to 5, attributes from 2 to 12, and attribute levels from 2 to 7. Only one study compared different components of blocks.[@R42] To our knowledge, no study has investigated the impact of multiple DCE characteristics with pragmatic ranges on statistical efficiency. Box 1Search strategy for reviews on applications of DCEs in health literatureA systematic search was performed using the following databases and search words. Snowball sampling was also performed in addition to the systematic search.Databases searched:JSTOR, Science Direct, PubMed and OVID.Search words (where possible, given restrictions of each database)dce,discrete choice,discrete-choice,discrete choice experiment(s),discrete choice conjoint experiment(s),discrete choice modelling/modelling,choice behaviour,choice experiment,conjoint analysis/es,conjoint measurement,conjoint choice experiment(s),latent class,stated preference(s),simulation(s),simulation study,simulated design(s),design efficiency,d-efficiency,design optimality,d-optimality,relative design efficiency,relative d-efficiency,relative efficiency.

###### 

Design characteristics investigated by simulation studies

                           First author, year                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  ------------------------ ---------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Number of choice tasks   8--1120\*                    360                                                                                                   Varied to achieve optimality                                                                                                         4,8,16,32\*                                               16                                                                9                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     2--20\*
  Number of alternatives   2                            2,3,5\*                                                  2,3\*                                        3                                                                                                                                    2                                                         3                                                                 5                                                                                                                                                                        2                                                                                            2--5\*
  Number of attributes     3--8\*                       2,4,8\*                                                  3--12\*                                      1--7\*                                                                                                                               3--7\*                                                    3                                                                 2,3\*                                                                                                                                                                    2                                                                                            2--20\*
  Number of levels         2                            2                                                        2--7\*                                       2                                                                                                                                    1,2                                                       3                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          2                                                                                            2--5\*
  Number of blocks                                                                                               5                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  Sample size                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      38--106\*                                                 25, 250\*                                                         50                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Outcome type             D-efficiency                 D-optimality                                             Number choice sets to achieve d-optimality   D-efficiency                                                                                                                         D-efficiency                                              D-error                                                           Relative d-efficiency                                                                                                                                                    D-error                                                                                      Relative d-efficiency
  Comments                 Only 38 designs presented.   Attribute levels described by as lower and upper bound   Evaluate different components of blocks      Locally optimal designs created. Compared binary attributes with 1 quantitative attribute, swapped alternatives within choice sets   Variation of levels is referred to as level differences   Authors compared designs with and without covariate information   Compared best-worst mixed designs with designs that were: (1) random, (2) orthogonal, (3) with minimal overlap, (4) d-optimal and (5) utility neutral d-optimal design   Designs compared with a binary attribute with an even distributed vs a skewed distribution   Characteristics were individually varied, holding others constant, to explore their impact on relative d-efficiency

\*Design characteristic has been investigated.

The primary objective of this paper is to determine how the statistical efficiency of a DCE, measured with relative d-efficiency, is influenced by various experimental design characteristics including the number of: choice tasks, alternatives, attributes and attribute levels.

Methods {#s2}
=======

DCEs are attribute-based approaches that rely on two assumptions: (1) products, interventions, services or policies can be represented by their attributes (or characteristics); and (2) an individual\'s preferences depend on the levels of these attributes.[@R14] Random allocation was used to place combinations of attributes and attribute levels into alternatives within choice tasks.

Process of creating multiple designs {#s2a}
------------------------------------

To create each design, various characteristics of DCEs were explored to investigate their impact on relative d-efficiency. The basis of each characteristic\'s range was determined by literature reviews and systematic reviews of applications of DCEs ([table 2](#BMJOPEN2016011985TB2){ref-type="table"}). The reviews covered DCE studies from 1990 to 2013, exploring areas such as economic evaluations, transportation and healthcare. The number of choice tasks per participant was most frequently 20 or less, with 16 or fewer attributes, between two and seven attribute levels, and between two and six alternatives. While the presence of blocks was reported, however, the number of blocks in each study was not.

###### 

Summary of items reported by reviews of DCEs

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  First author                                        Ryan[@R13]                                                      Lagarde[@R49]           Marshall[@R1]                             Bliemer[@R44]                                                     de Bekker-Grob[@R3]                        Mandeville[@R2]                                                          de Bekker-Grob[@R25]                                          Clark[@R50]
  --------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Description of reviews**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

   Year reported                                      2003                                                            2009                    2010                                      2011                                                              2012                                       2014                                                                     2015                                                          2014

   Years covered                                      1990--2000                                                      No time limit           2005--2008                                2000--2009                                                        2001--2008                                 1998--2013                                                               2012                                                          2009--2012

   Literature review (LR) or systematic review (SR)   LR                                                              LR                      SR                                        LR                                                                SR                                         SR                                                                       LR                                                            SR

   Specialities, areas covered in review              Healthcare, economic evaluations, other (eg, insurance plans)   Health workers          Disease-specific primary health studies   Tier 1 transportation journals                                    Health economics, QALY                     Labour market preferences of health workers/human resources for health   Sample size calculations for healthcare-related DCE studies   Health-related DCEs

   Total number of studies assessed                   34                                                              10                      79                                        61                                                                114                                        27                                                                       69                                                            179

  **Items reported**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

   Number of choice tasks given to each participant   \<8, 9--16, \>16, not reported (mode=9--16)                     Only reported mode 16   2--35, not reported (mode=7)              1--20, not reported (mode=8,9) (total across all blocks: 3--46)   \<8, 9--16, \>16, not reported (mode ≤8)   \<10--20 (mode=16--20)                                                   ≤8 to ≥16, not reported (mode=9--16)                          \<9 to \>16 (mode=9--16)

   Number of attributes                               2--24 (mode=6)                                                  5--7                    3--16 (mode=6, 70% between 3 and 7)       2--30 (mode=5)                                                    2 to \>10                                  5--8                                                                     2--9, \>9 (mode=6)                                            2--\>10 (mode=6)

   Number of levels within attributes                                                                                 2--6                    2,3                                       2--7                                                                                                         2--4 (mode=2)                                                                                                                          

   Number of alternatives                             2, \>2                                                          2                                                                 2--6                                                              2                                          2--4                                                                                                                                   

   Number of blocks                                                                                                                                                                     Blocking reported, number of blocks not reported                                                             Blocking reported, number of blocks not reported                                                                                       

   Reported DCEs using Bayesian methods                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Yes                                                                                                                                    Yes

   Design type:\                                      1, 2, 3                                                         2                                                                 1, 2, 3                                                           1, 2, 3                                    2                                                                                                                                      1, 2, 3
   1=full-factorial\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
   2=fractional factorial\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
   3=not reported                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

   Sample size                                                                                                                                13--1258                                  20--5829                                                                                                     102--3727                                                                \<100 to \>1000                                               

   Overlaps in alternatives                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Yes                                                                                                                                    

   Number of simulation studies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

   Response rates                                     \<30--100%                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     16.8--100%                                                                                                                             

   Comments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Comparison with old SR (an updated SR)     A systematic update of Lagarde *et al*\'s[@R49] study                    Sample size paper                                             This is a systematic update of de Bekker- Grob *et al*\'s[@R3] study
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the modes of design characteristics from these reviews, we simulated 3204 DCE designs. A total of 288 (18×4×4=288) designs were created to determine how relative d-efficiency varied with 2--20 attributes, 2--5 attribute levels, and 2--5 alternatives. Each of the 288 designs had 20 choice tasks. We then continued to explore designs with different numbers of choice tasks. A total of 2916 (18×18×3×3=2916) designs were created that ranged with choice tasks from 2 to 20, attributes from 2 to 20, attribute levels from 2 to 4 and alternatives from 2 to 4.

Generating full or fractional factorial DCE designs in SAS V.9.4 {#s2b}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The generation of full and fractional factorial designs was created using generic attributes in V.9.4 SAS software (Cary, North Carolina, USA). Four built-in SAS macros (%MktRuns, %MktEx, %MktLab and %ChoiceEff) are typically used to randomly allocate combinations of attributes and attribute levels to generate optimal designs.[@R43] The %MktEx macro was used to create hypothetical combinations of attributes and attribute levels in a linear arrangement. Alternatives were added with %MktLab, results were assessed and then transformed into a choice design using %ChoiceEff.[@R43]

Evaluating the optimality of the DCE design {#s2c}
-------------------------------------------

To evaluate each choice design, the goodness or efficiency of each experimental design was measured using relative d-efficiency. It ranges from 0% to 100% and is a relative measure of hypothetical orthogonal designs. A d-efficient design will have a value of 100% when it is balanced and orthogonal. Values between 0% and 100% indicate that all parameters are estimable, however, will have less precision than an optimal design. D-efficiency measures of 0 indicate that one or more parameters cannot be estimated.[@R43] Designs are balanced when the levels of attributes appear an equal number of times in choice tasks.[@R3] [@R43] Designs are orthogonal when there is equal occurrence of each possible pair of levels across all pairs of attributes within the design.[@R43] Since full factorial designs present all possible combinations of attributes and attribute levels, they are always balanced and orthogonal with a 100% d-efficiency measure. Fractional factorial designs present only a portion of these combinations, creating variability in statistical efficiency.

Results {#s3}
=======

A total of 3204 simulated DCE designs were created, varying by several DCE design characteristics. Using these designs, we present the impact of each design characteristic on relative d-efficiency by the number of alternatives, attributes, attribute levels and choice tasks in a DCE, respectively.

Relative d-efficiency increases with more alternatives per choice task in a design. This was consistent across all designs with various numbers of attributes, attribute levels and choice tasks. [Figure 1](#BMJOPEN2016011985F1){ref-type="fig"}A--D displays this change in statistical optimality for designs with two, three, four and five alternatives ranging from 2-level to 5-level attributes, 2 to 20 attributes, and a choice set size of 20. The same effect is found on designs across all choice set sizes ranging from 2 to 20.

![(A) Relative d-efficiencies (%) of designs with two alternatives across 2--20 attributes, 2--5 attribute levels and 20 choice sets each. (B) Relative d-efficiencies (%) of designs with three alternatives across 2--20 attributes, 2--5 attribute levels and 20 choice sets each. (C) Relative d-efficiencies (%) of designs with four alternatives across 2--20 attributes, 2--5 attribute levels and 20 choice sets each. (D) Relative d-efficiencies (%) of designs with five alternatives across 2--20 attributes, 2--5 attribute levels and 20 choice sets each.](bmjopen2016011985f01){#BMJOPEN2016011985F1}

As the number of attributes increases, relative d-efficiency decreases, and in some cases designs were not producible. Designs with a larger number of attributes could not be created with a small number of alternatives or choice tasks. [Figure 2](#BMJOPEN2016011985F2){ref-type="fig"}A displays the decline in relative d-efficiency with DCEs ranging from two to five attributes across 2 to 20 choice tasks. [Figure 2](#BMJOPEN2016011985F2){ref-type="fig"}B--D illustrates a larger decline in relative d-efficiency as attribute size increases from 6 to 10, 11 to 15 and 16 to 20, respectively. Designs with choice tasks less than 11 were not possible in these examples.

![(A) The effect of 2--5 attributes on relative d-efficiency (%) across different choice tasks for designs with two alternatives and two-level attributes. (B) The effect of 6--10 attributes on relative d-efficiency (%) across different choice tasks for designs with two alternatives and two-level attributes. (C) The effect of 11--15 attributes on relative d-efficiency (%) across different choice tasks for designs with two alternatives and two-level attributes. (D) The effect of 16--20 attributes on relative d-efficiency (%) across different choice tasks for designs with two alternatives and two-level attributes.](bmjopen2016011985f02){#BMJOPEN2016011985F2}

Similarly, from comparing [figure 2](#BMJOPEN2016011985F2){ref-type="fig"}B with [figure 3](#BMJOPEN2016011985F3){ref-type="fig"}, as the number of attribute levels increase, relative d-efficiency decreases across all designs with varying numbers of attributes, choice tasks and alternatives. DCEs with binary attributes ([figure 2](#BMJOPEN2016011985F2){ref-type="fig"}B) consistently performed well with all relative d-efficiencies above 80% except for designs with 18 or more attributes.

![The effect of 6--10 attributes on relative d-efficiency (%) across different choice tasks for designs with two alternatives and three-level attributes.](bmjopen2016011985f03){#BMJOPEN2016011985F3}

As the number of choice tasks in a design increases, d-efficiency increases and may plateau, where this plateau may not reach 100% statistical efficiency. This was observed across all attributes and attribute levels. Relative d-efficiency peaked at designs with a specific number of choice tasks, particularly when the number of alternatives was equal to or a multiple of the number of attribute levels and the number of choice tasks. This looping pattern of peaks begins only at large choice set sizes for designs with a large number of attributes. For example, among designs with two alternatives and two-level attributes, peaks were observed for designs with choice set sizes as small as 2 (figure [2](#BMJOPEN2016011985F2){ref-type="fig"}A,B). For designs with three alternatives and three-level attributes, this looping pattern appeared at choice set sizes of 3, 9, 12, 15 and 18, depending on how much larger or smaller the number of attributes was.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

A total of 3204 DCE designs were evaluated to determine the impact of the different numbers of alternatives, attributes, attribute levels, and choice tasks on the relative d-efficiency of a design. Designs were created by varying one characteristic while holding others constant. Relative d-efficiency increased with more alternatives per choice task in a design, but decreased as the number of attributes and attribute levels increased. When the number of choice tasks in a design increased, d-efficiency would either increase or plateau to a maximum value, where this plateau may not reach 100% statistical efficiency. A pattern of peaks in 100% relative d-efficiency occurred for many designs where the number of alternatives was equal to, or a multiple of, the number of choice tasks and attribute levels.

The results of this simulation study are in agreement with other methodological studies. Sandor *et al*[@R35] showed that DCE designs with a larger number of alternatives (three or four) performed more optimally using Monte Carlo simulations, relabelling, swapping and cycling techniques. Kanninen *et al*[@R27] emphasise the use of binary attributes and suggest optimal designs, regardless of the number of attributes. We observed a pattern where many designs achieved statistical optimality, and when the number of choice tasks is a multiple of the number of alternatives and attribute levels, relative d-efficiency will peak to 100%. Johnson *et al*[@R38] similarly discuss how designs require the total number of alternatives to be divisible by the number of attribute levels to achieve balance, a critical component of relative d-efficiency.

While fewer attributes and attribute levels were found to yield higher relative d-efficiency values, there is a lot of variability among applications of DCE designs ([table 2](#BMJOPEN2016011985TB2){ref-type="table"}). In our assessment of literature and systematic reviews from 2003 to 2015, some DCEs evaluated up to 30 attributes or 7 attribute levels.[@R44] De Bekker-Grob *et al*[@R3] observed DCEs within health economics literature between two time periods: 1990--2000 and 2001--2008. The total number of applications of DCEs increased from 34 to 114, while the proportions among design characteristics were similar. A majority of designs used 4--6 attributes (55% in 1990--2000, 70% in 2001--2008). In the 1990s, 53% used 9--16 choice tasks per design. This reduced to 38% in the 2000s with more reporting only eight or less choice tasks per design. While d-efficiency is advocated as a criterion for evaluating DCE designs,[@R45] it was not commonly reported in the studies (0% in 1990--2000, 12% in 2001--2008). Other methods used to achieve orthogonality were single profiles (with binary choices), random pairing, pairing with constant comparators, or a fold-over design. Following this study, de Bekker-Grob performed another review in 2012 of 69 healthcare-related DCEs, where 68% used 9--16 choice tasks and only 20% used 8 or less.[@R25] Marshall *et al*\'s review reported many DCEs created designs with six or fewer attributes (47/79), 7--15 choice tasks (54/79), with two-level (48/79) or three-level (42/79) attributes. Among these variations, de Bekker-Grob *et al*[@R3] mention 37% of studies (47/114) did not report sufficient detail of how choice sets were created, which leads us to question if there is a lack of guidance in the creation and reporting of DCE designs.

This simulation study explores the statistical efficiency of a variety of both pragmatic and extreme designs. The diversity in our investigation allows for an easy assessment of patterns in statistical efficiency that is affected by specific characteristics of a DCE. We found that designs with binary attributes or a smaller number of attributes had better relative d-efficiency measures, which will also reduce cognitive burden, improve choice consistency and overall improve respondent efficiency. We describe the impact of balance and orthogonality on d-efficiency by the looping pattern observed as the number of choice tasks increase. We also link our findings with what has been investigated among other simulation studies and applied within DCEs. This study\'s results complement the existing information on DCE in describing the role each design characteristic has on statistical efficiency.

There are some key limitations to our study that are worth discussing. Multiple characteristics of a DCE design were explored, however, further attention is needed to assess all influences on relative d-efficiency. First, the number of overlaps, where the same attribute level is allowed to repeat in more than one alternative in a choice task, was not investigated. The presence of overlaps helps participants by reducing the number of comparisons they have to make. In SAS, the statistical software we used in creating our DCE designs, we were only able to specify whether or not overlaps were allowed. We were not able to specify the number of overlaps within a choice task or design so we did not include it in our analysis. Second, sample size was not explored. A DCE\'s statistical efficiency is directly influenced by the asymptotic variance--covariance matrix, which also affects the precision of a model\'s parameter estimates, and thus has a direct influence on the minimum sample size required.[@R25] Sample size calculations for DCEs need several components including the preferred significance level (α), statistical power level (1-β), statistical model to be used in the DCE analysis, initial belief about the parameter values and the DCE design.[@R25] Since the aim of this study was to identify statistically optimal DCE designs, we did not explore the impact of relative d-efficiency on sample size. Third, attributes with different levels (ie, asymmetric attributes or mixed-attribute designs) were not explored to compare with Burgess *et al*\'s[@R26] findings. Best--worst DCEs were also not investigated. Last, we did not assess how d-efficiency may change when specifying a partial profile design to present only a portion of attributes within each alternative.

Several approaches can be made to further investigate DCE designs and relative d-efficiency. First, while systematic reviews exist on what designs are used and reported, none provide a review of simulation studies investigating statistical efficiency. Second, comparisons of optimal designs determined by different software and different approaches are needed to ensure there is agreement on statistically optimal designs. For example, the popular Sawtooth Software could be used to validate the relative d-efficiency measures of our designs. Third, further exploring the trade-off between statistical and informant (or respondent) efficiency will help tailor simulation studies to assess more pragmatic designs.[@R46] Informant efficiency is a measurement error caused by participants\' inattentiveness when choosing alternatives, or by other unobserved, contextual influences.[@R38] Using a statistically efficient design may result in a complex DCE, increasing the cognitive burden for respondents and reducing the validity of results. Simplifying designs can improve the consistency of participants\' choices which will help yield lower error variance, lower choice variability, lower choice uncertainty and lower variance heterogeneity.[@R24] For investigators, it is best to consider balancing both statistical and informant efficiency when designing DCEs. Given our results, one approach to reduce design complexity we propose is to reduce the number of attributes and attribute levels, where possible, to identify an efficient and less complex design. Fifth, there is limited discussion of blocked DCEs among the simulation studies and reviews we explored. One study explored three different experimental designs (orthogonal with random allocation, orthogonal with blocking, and an efficient design), and found that blocking should be included in DCEs to improve the design.[@R36] Other studies either mentioned that blocks were used with no additional details[@R2] [@R44] or only used one type of block size.[@R42] In SAS, a design must first be created before it can be sectioned into blocks. From our investigation, varying the number of blocks, therefore, had no impact on relative d-efficiency since designs were sectioned into different blocks only after relative d-efficiency was measured. More information can be provided from the authors upon request. A more meaningful investigation is to explore variations in block size (ie, the number of choice tasks within a block). This will change the number of total choice tasks required and impact the relative d-efficiency of a DCE. Last, investigating other real-world factors that drive DCE designs are critical in ensuring DCEs achieve optimal statistical and respondent efficiency.

Conclusion {#s4a}
----------

From the various designs evaluated, DCEs with a large number of alternatives and a small number of attributes and attribute levels performed best. Designs with binary attributes, in particular, had better statistical efficiency in comparison with other designs with various design characteristics. This study demonstrates that a fractional factorial design may achieve 100% statistical efficiency when the number of choice tasks is a multiple of the number of alternatives and attribute levels, regardless of the number of attributes. Further research needs to include investigation of the impact of overlaps, mixed attribute designs, best-worst DCEs and varying block sizes. These results are widely applicable in designing studies for determining individual preferences on health services, programmes and products. Clinicians can use this information to elicit participant preferences of therapies and treatments, while policymakers can identify what factors are important in decision-making.

Warren Kuhfeld from the SAS Institute Inc. provided programming guidance for DCE design creation.
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